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Digital Reconstruction of Faded Color Photogl'3phs

Rudolf GSCHWIND and Franziska FREY

Abstract.
Photographie threc-colm matcrials possess a pOOf stability when exposed to light,

chemicals, hent and hUlllidity. As a consequence the color of photographs deteriorates with
lime. Because of the irreversibility of the proccsses causing the dyes 10 fade, il is impossible
to restore the images by chemical means.

Digital i.ll1aging is a powcrful too1 for the reconstruction of faded color photographs
[1-12]. Ta achieve good rcsults, scanning methods must he based on photographie, not on
colorimetrie fundamcntals. lllC reconstruction algorithm used is derived from statistical and
chemical investigations on the bJeaching behavior of photographie color matcrials (l3~16J

and on spectrophotometric analysis of old, bleached color mate rials.

Résumé. Les documents photographiques en couleurs résistent mal à la lumière, la chaleur
et l'humidité. En conséquence, la couleur de ces photographies sc détériore avec le temps.
Du fait de l'irrévcrsibilité des réactions qui provoquent le délavement des pigments, il est
impossible de restaurer les images par des moyens chimiques. L'imagerie digitale est un outil
puissant pour la reconstitution de photographies couleurs pâlies [1-12). Pour obtenir de bons
résultats, les méthodes de scannage doivent être basées sur des principes photographiques et
non colorimétriques. L'algorithme de reconstitution est basé sur des analyses statistiques et
chimiques du vieillissement de documents photographiques en couleurs [13-16J et sur une
analyse spectrophotométrique de photographies couleurs anciennes et pâlies.
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1. Introduction

Rudolf GSCHWIND and Franziska FHEY

Until now, archives of photographs in museums have been used
principally for the documentation of research and collections. But more
and more old photographs become collector's items themselves. 111eir
unique importance for research relating ta the history of civilization is due
ta the fact that they are the only authentic sources for certain subjects
or periods of time. However in most case the storage conditions of the
pictures are unsuitable, and a lot of them are in a pOOl' state, because
photographic film and paper are unstable mcdia.

Color photographs show the worst degradation behavior. The dyes of
conmlon chromogenic processes are chemically rather unstable. Both the
thermodynamic and the photochemical stability are low and the expected
life span of color material is in the order of years to decades. lmproper
processing or envÎronmental influences such as light, chemical agents,
heat, humidity and storage conditions, affect images by bleaching the dyes
or producing stain. Photographic films contain not only dyes but also a
few other components (sensitizers, color couplers, stabilizers etc.) which
can alter with time.

Excluding humidity helps to prevent bleaching to a certain extent
but the only reliable method to keep color photographs for a long time
is dark storage at low temperature and low humidity [17-23]. ln case the
storage conditions were not ideal and the photographs are bleachcd, the
question of restoration becomes evident. Restoration of bleached color
materials by chemicals, as is practical principally in black-and-white (b/w)
photography, is impossible, because the bleaching of dyes is an irreversible
process.

Untilnow restoration has been performed by photographic copying,
but this method is slow, needs skilled photographers, and works only if
the bleaching process has not proceeded tao far [24-26]. Fourier-optical
methods have also been proposed [26].

We therefore attempt ta reconstruct faded color photographs by
digital image processing. lt is important to be aware of the fact that
digital reconstruction is not a restoration in the classical sense. For b/w
photographs restoration and conservation of the photograph usually takes
place on the original support, but in the case of color photographs such a
restoration of the original is not possible. 111e ainl of the reconstruction is
ta restore the appearance of the original colors as accurately as possible
on a new material (with the help of a mathematical model) and not the
restoration of the original dyes.
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TIle digital method is quick and inexpensive, and it does not affect
the original photograph. Moreover it is a very universal method. As
an additional advantage, the photograph remains in digital form in
the computer, ready to be used in a data-base system. Recent tests
also showed promising results in the reconstruction of color movie
films. Figure 1 demonstrates some examples of the digital reconstruction
process.

Fig. 1.- Examples from the actllal research

The photographs shown arc a work of the american artist Bruce Nallmmm. AIter seeing
a Man Ray retrospective at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in 1966, he made a group
of e1even photographs. 1llese photographs \Vere taken 196611967 and reprinted and sold as a
portfolio edition in 1970. TIle photographs \Vere printed probably on Kodak Ektacolor Paper
in the format of about 50 x 60 cm, mounted on foam sheets and exhibited under glass. One
of the collection Eleven Color PllO!ographs is in the swiss musculll Hallen filr Neue Kuns!,
Scha!]7wusell.' These photographs were exhibited without any special precautions (light
protection) during several years. ACter the exhibition "Bruce Naumann" 1994 at the Walker
Art Center in Minneapolis2 it was evident, that the photographs in the Hallen fUr Neue
Kunst had undergone strong bleaching. TIley show the typical Iight-bleaching aspect, i.e.,
some staining and a destruction of the magenta colorant and hence, a greenish coloration.
Il is interesting to note, that the degree of bleaching is quite dHIerent for the different
photographs. TIle photographs, together with gray- and color wedges, were digitized using a
Kontron ProgRes 3012 CCD camera, equipped with 2 mm thick interference flUers. Lighting
\Vas done with HMI lamps.

On the left hand side YOll can find the original (faded) photograph and on the right hand
side the digitally reeonstrueted version.

"Bruce
Center,

Joan Simon, ISBN 0-935640-42-8). TIIe exhibition
by Kathy Halbreich and Neil Benezra, \Valker Art

, I-Iallen fUr Neue Kunst, BaumgartenstraBe 23, CI-I-8200 Schaft1musen (Switzerland).
Curator: A. A. Ritter.

2 Bruce NlI1U1UfII (Ed.
Naumann" \Vas organized
Minneapolis, April 1994.
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2. Concept of the Digital Reconstruction Process

249

To carry out a color reconstruction the photographie bleaching
processes have to be weil known. From a chemical point of view,
bleaching is a function of changes of the individual dyes. If it is possible
to quantify the spectral (resp. concentration) changes of the dycs, the
reconstruction is simple, at least in the laboratory. 111e procedure is as
follows:

produce color photographs with color test patches (gray- and color
wedgcs);
determine the relationship OD(bleachcdj = j(OD(unbleachedj] by measur
ing the optical density OD of these patches before and after fading;
digitize the faded photograph;
apply the inverse of the relationship to calculate back the original
densities of the colorants; and
print the restored digital image, e.g., with a film recorder, on color film.

However in rcality many problems occm·. In most cases, the only
available piece of information is the deteriorated photograph itself and
nothing is known about the film type and the bleaching and storage
conditions. Most of the time the photographs do not contain any known
reference colors (the famous gray wedge). Tt is inlportant to be aware
that it is impossible to develop a reconstruction tool whereby one call
simply choose film type and age, e.g., "Ektacluome, 1953," and obtain the
reconstructed image automatically. Hence, a reconstruction llnplies the
following procedure:

Reconstruction must be carried out interactively under visual control
and judgment of a human operator.
1n order for the colors of the image to be restored and not only
retouched by subjective judgment, the reconstruction process must
obey the laws of bleaching that are known from accelerated bleaching
tests. 111erefore, a mathematical bleach model is needed; this model
should be as sinlple as possible while covering as many bleaching
behaviors as possible.

3. Linear Bleach Model

111e simplest model is one where each dye fades proportionally to its
original concentration. However, bleaching is more complicated and may
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involve other effects as, e.g., staining apart from the reduction of color
density.

A valuable model for fading can be dcscribed by the following linear
bleach equation:

(
YI) (au al2 an) (Y) ({[14)
~ = a21 an ~3 x M + a~

C {[31 a32 a33 C a34
where (Y, M, C) is the original optical density of the dyes (Yellow,
Magenta, Cyan) and (Y',M' , C') is the optieal density of the faded dycs.

11le equation describes different effects. Normally, the dyes fade
proportionally ta their original density (proportional ta conccntration).
Bleaching may cause transformation of bleached or othcr even colorless
substances into colored species as weIl. 11lÏs is called staining. The
additional coefficients 014, a24, fi34 result from an increase or decrease of
base density. Non zero base density occurs if staining of white elements
has ta be corrected or if the bleaching is not proportional but subtractive
as often is the case in light fading. 11le amount of bleaching by light
depends also on the density of the neighboring layers as they act as filters.
11lÏs model is a more detailed description for the fading process as the
Arrhenius stability data pubIished by thc manufacturers. Furthcnnore the
12 coefficients of the bleach equation will be called bleach matrix.

4. Accelerated fading test

Accelerated fading tests were carried out ta get the required know
ledge about the fading process. Various grey and color wedges \Vere ex
posed on different photographie tlnee color materials in arder ta caver thc
most significant parts of the RGB-cube. 11len they were bleached under
different conditions of illuminance, temperature and relative humidity.
111e temperatures for the dark fading tests \Vere set ta 60 oC, 70 oC and
80 oc. Sa the assumptions for thc ArrhellÏus equation are also met and the
results can be compared \Vith results from literature [10]. Ta control the
relative humidity, the test strips were put into dessieators above different
saturated salt solutions (sodium chloride ta get 75 %, sodium nitrate ta
get 65 % and sodium bromide ta get 50 % rel. humidity [28].

For the photochemical tests light boxes \Vith fluorescence lamps
producing approximately 25,000 lux \Vere used. Predictions from light
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fading tests are difficult, because the photochemical fading depends not
only on the intensity, but also on the dm'ation and spectral energy
distribution of the light causing the fading.

11lese test conditions accomplish the ISO Standard 10977 rcquire
ments [29]. But there is a difference between the image stability data
described in the Standard and the data needed for the digital restoration.
In the latter case the question of durability that means how long il takes,
e.g., until 20 % of the cyan dye of a color material is bleached, is just
sccondary. FiIst of ail it is important to know the mechanism of bleaching
exactly. Because only few is published about this field in literature, the
accelerated fading tests had to be carried out.

Naturally today's film materials have to be used for the tests and the
results arc in faet only truc for these matcrials. Former matcrials howcver
can not be tested anymore and you even can not find any information
about these materials. So what is done is an extrapolation of the results
from today's materials to the former materials.

5. Experimental Reslllts

Several modern COIOI slide fihns were investigated, including Orwo
chrome UT 18 filins which use the former type of color coupIers employed
also for the old Agfa filins. The dcnsities of thc original and bleached filins
were measured using a standard color dcnsilometer (Status A mode).
11le results for tluee films (Ektachrome 100, Kodachrome 64, and Agfa
cluome 100) shall be shown.

Figure 2 shows the results of the Ektachrome 100 dark fading test. As
can be clearly seen, dark bleaching is proportional to the concentration of
the original dye i.e. the original analytical density.

Figure 3 shows the stability of the same film towards high relative
humidities. 11le oil-dispersed couplers of the Ektachrome 100 show a
good stability behavior under the different bleaching conditions. But it
should be mentioned that the relative humidily should not be to high for
accelerated dark fading tests (recommended are 50 % relative humidity)
[16,30].

Figure 4 shows the results of the Kodachrome 64 light fading test.
In the case of light fading, bleaching becomes often subtractive as can be
seen with the magenta dye of Kodachrome 64. In this case, the image
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Table 1

Bleach matrix for Ektachrome 100 dark bleaching (see fig. 2)

Ektacluome 100 0.95 0.01 0.01 0.12 R ~ 0.998
1000 h, 70"C/50% 0.01 0.81 0.05 0.04 1< ~ 1

0.01 -0.01 0.85 0.02 R= t

Ektachrome 100 0.75 0.05 0.00 0.22 1< = 0.993
1800 h, 70OC/50% 0.05 0.70 0.08 0.07 1< = 1

0.02 0.0 0.73 0.03 1<=1

Ektachrome 100 0.54 0.08 0.01 0.33 R = 0.993
2600 h, 70"C/50% 0.06 0.62 0.10 0.09 R~l

0.03 0.01 0.61 0.04 R = 0.999

Ektachrome 100
70°C, 50%

--o.-M1000

--a--- M 1800

--O-M2600

1.5

3.0

0.0

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 00

2.0

2.5

0.5

1.0

00

Ektachrome 100
70~C, 50%

-----e-- Y 1000

-e--Y 1800

-*-V2600
2.0

2.5

3.0

1.5

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 00

00

Ektachrome 100
70°C, 50%

--o--C 1000

-Q--C 1800

-ô--C2600
2.5

0.5

3.0

1.0

2.0

1.5

0.0

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 00

Fig. 2.- Ektachrome 100 dark fading (IOOO hoursl1800 hours/2600 hours,
70 oC, 50 % rel. humidity). Comparison of the integral densities (grey wcdge)
before and aCter fading (Y = YeHow, M = Magenta, C = Cyan). Fading
is proportional ta dye concentration. TIte yellow slain can be clearly scen.
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Table 2

Bleach matrix for Ektachrome 100 dark bleaching under difIerent relative humidities
(sce fig. 3)

Ektachrome 100 0.75 0.05 0.00 0.22 R = 0.994
1800h,70°C/50% 0.05 0.70 0.08 0.07 R= 1

0.02 0.00 0.73 0.03 R = 0.999

Ektachrome 100 0.37 0.06 0.02 0.43 R = 0.997
1800 h, 70 OC 175 % 0.29 0.46 0.15 -0.02 R = 0.994

0.18 -0.01 0.57 0.04 R = 0.999

GD GD

3.0 -+-- y 1800, 75% 3.0 -M1800,50%

--a-- y 1800, 65% --a-- M 1800, 65%
2.5 2.5

2.0 2.0

1.5 1.5

1.0 1.0

0.5 Ektachrome 100 0.5 Ektachrome 100
70ce lOce

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 GD 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 GD

3.0 -C1800,50%

--e- C 1800, 65%

Ektachrorne 100
lOce

2.5

0.5

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 GD

1.0

1.5

2.0

Fig. 3.- Ektachrome 100 dark fading (1800 hours, 70 oC, 50 %/65 %/75 % rel. hu
midity). Comparison of the integral densities (grey wedge) before and after fading.
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Table 3

Bleach matrix for Kodachrome 64light fading l emuision layer towards
Iighl source. Ali data points are uscd for the enleulatian of the mul
tiple lineaT regression. Due to the heavy subtraetive bleaching of the
magenta dye the correlation coefficient decreases to 0.95. See fIg. 4.

Kodacluome 64 0.82 0.01 0.03 -0,47 R = 0.999
400 h, light fading 0.19 0.72 0.12 -0,46 R = 0.991

0.28 -0.02 1.00 -0.08 R = 1

Kodachrome 64 0.63 0.00 0.05 -0.09 R = 0.998
800 h, light fading 0.27 0.50 0.17 -0.60 R = 0.972

0.05 -0.06 1.00 -0.14 R = 0.999

Kodachrome 64 0,43 0.02 Dm -0.07 R = 0.996
1200 h, Iight fading 0.26 0.34 0.17 -0.54 R = 0.956

0.06 -0.09 1.00 -0.16 R = 0.999

Kodachr.64
Iight fading

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1,5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 00

00

3.5 -+- M 400

-e- Meoo
3.0

-+- 11.1 1200

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

--O--Y400

---e--- Y 800

~Y1200

00 ,-..,.......---,--,-,--.----."

3.5

2.5

2.0

3.0

1.0

0.5

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 00

1.5

00

3.5 ---0-- C 400

3.0 ---a- caDa

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0
Kodachrome 64

0.5 lighl fading

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.500

Fig. 4.- Kodachrome 64 Iight fading (25,000 lux, 400 hours/SOO hours/1200 hOUTS),
emulsion layer towards light source. Comparison of the integral densities (grey
wedge) before and after fading. Fading can be heavily subtractive (magenta dye).
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Table 4

Bleach matrix for Kodachrome 64light fading, emulsion layer towards
light source. Ail data points with an optieal density > 0.3 are used
for the calculation of the multiple linear regression.. Tbis yields a
much better correlation coefficient for the magenta dye. See fig. 4.

Kodachromc 64 0.65 0.01 0.06 -0.19 R ~ 0.991
800 h, light fading 0.47 0.75 0.03 -1.62 R ~ 0.992

0.10 -0.03 0.98 -0.32 R=I

Kodachrome 64 0.45 0.04 0.07 -0.26 R = 0.983
t200 h, Iight fading 0.55 0.06 0.07 -1.91 R ~ 0.986

0.14 0.05 0.98 -0.43 R=I

255

informalion is lolally losl and if Ihe dyes arc eomplelely destroyed, a
restoration is of course no more possible.

Figurc 5 shows the results of the Agfachrome 100 light fading test.
Light fading tests were always earried out twiee. Once the base (fig. 5a),
in the other case the emulsion layer (fig. 5b) was turned towards the light
source. Sa the filtering effects of the neighboring layers can be studied.
111e yellow dye in figure 5b is faded much more because the yellow-layer
is not protected against fading from another layer or tram the base. 111e
cyan dye on the eontrary shows the opposite behavior.

111e coefficients of the bleach equation were determined by multipie
linear regression (tables 1 through 5). A goodness of fit measure is
multiple correlation coefficient R wmeh is always greater than 0.99,
exccpt for the Kodachrome magenta dye and the Agfachrome yellow dye
in the case of light fading. This means that the model is weil justified.

Tablc 5

Bleaeh matrix for Agfaehrome 100 light fading. Once the base was tumed
towards the light source, in the other case the emulsion layer. See fig. 5.

Agfachrome 100 0.57 0.17 0.18 -0.27 R = 0.998
1000 h, Iight fading, 0.02 0.61 0.26 -0.18 R = 0.994
base towards light 0.01 -0.03 0.84 0.01 R ~ 0.999

Agfachrome 100 0.30 0.07 0.06 0.05 R ~ 0.978
1000 h, Iight fading, 0.07 0.60 0.11 -0.13 R ~ 0.994
emulsion layer towards light 0.03 -0.03 0.97 0.06 R = 1
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Agfachrane 100
Iighl fading

--o-C 1000u

-----Q--- M 1000 u

---ô-- y 1oo0u

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 00
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2.5
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1.5

00
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Agfachrome 100
Iighl fading
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1.0

3.0

00

2.5

0.5

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 00

1.5

a b
Fig. 5.- Agfachromc 100 Iight fading (25,000 lux, 1000 hours). Comparison of the integml
densities (grey wedgc) berore and after fading: a) base tllrned towards the Iight source;
b) emulsion layer tumerl towards the light source, Filtering effects call be c1early seen.

00 00

3.0 --Q-Y100 3.5 _Ml00

--tt-- Y2OO ----Q-- M 200

2.5
~Y300 3.0 --9--M300
_Y400
-;-Y500 _M400

2.0
2.5 ---+--M 500

2.0
1.5

1.5
1.0

1.0

0.5 Ektachrome Kodachrome 64
eO"C,75% 0.5 eoce, 75%

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 00

0.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 00

Fig. 6a.- Ektachrome 100 dark fading,
yellow dye (100 11-500 h, 8Q OC, 75 %
rel. humidity). Comparison of the in
tcgral densities (grey wedge) before and
aCter fading. 1l1e optioal density in the
blue increascs during the beginning of
the incubation lime.

Fig. 6b.- Kodachrome 64 dark fading,
magenta dye (100 h-SOO h, 80 oC, 7S %
rel. humidity). Comparison of the in
tegral densities (grey wedge) before and
after fading. In the case of high temper
atures and high relative humidities, the
magenta dye shows a strang non-Iinear
behavior.
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Table 6

Results of the dark fading tests of the tested slide films. The
rating of the stability \Vas carried out \Vith a seale ranging from
1 10 5 (1 for the most stable, 5 for the least stable malerial).
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Relath'e
Stability towards Linear

Fîlmtype
stability

Stain rel. humidity bleach Remarks
(ratio50%f75%) model

Ektachrollle 100 2 yes good, yes in the case of high relative
except yellow dye humidities the optical

density in the blue incrcases
during the beginning of
the incubation time

Agfachrome 100 2 yes good, ycs in the case of high tempe-
except yellow dye ratures droplets appear at

the surface of the film.
After a longer incubation
time, crystallization spread
out around these spots

Orwochrome UT18 4 no bad, aU dyes yes non-linearities in the case
severely react of high relative humidities

Kodachrome 64 1 no suffident, yes lloll-Iinearities in the case
yellow dye and of high tempcraturcs
magenta dye and high relative humidities
considerably react

Ektachromc 2 yes good except yes
Duplicating yellow dye

Fujichrome 2 yes good yes in the case of high relativc
Duplicating humidities the yellow dyc

shows diffusion

Bleaching is in most cases proportional ta the concentration. Exccp
tians arise above ail when the test were carried out with high temperatures
cOll1bined with high relative humidities. Figure 6a shows the results of
Ektachrome dark fading tests (for the yellow dye). Here, the optical
density in the blue increases during the beguming of the incubation tune.
Figure 6b shows the results of Kodachroll1e dark fading tests (for the
magenta dye). TIle magenta dye shows under this test conditions a strong
non-linear behavior. But one has ta be careful with the interpretation
of Ihis results because often this effects just happen under this heavy
bleaching conditions. Ta SUIl1 up it should be noted that the accelerated
fading tests should bc carried out under several different fading conditions
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Table 7

Results of lhe I1ght fading tests of the tested slide fihns. 111e
rating of the stability \Vas carried out \Vith a seale ranging from
1 ta 5 (1 for lhe most stable, 5 for the least slable material).

Fîlmlype
Relative

Stain "Substracli"c behavior" Remarks
stability

Ektachrome 100 2 no yes, magenta dye

Agfachrome 100 3 no \'isiblc for magenta dye pronounced liitering cffecls

Orwochrome UTIS 3 no visible for magenta dye the cyan dye shows
Iloll-linearities

Kodachromc 64 4 no pronounced for yellaw the magenta dye shows a
and magenta dye pronounced subtraclive behavior

Ektachrome 2 no \'isible for magenta dye
Duplicating

Fujichromc 1 no visible for yellow
Duplicaling and magenta dye

ta make sure that the observed behavior is equal ta the real behavior
under normal bleaching conditions [30].

Tables 6 and 7 show a summary of the test results for the accelerated
dark fading and light fading tests (including ail tested slidc fillllmaterials).

6. Print Matel'ials

Tests were carried out with chromogenic negative-positive (Kodak
Ektacolor, Agfacolor) as weil as a direct positive silver-dye-bleach (Ilfo
chrome) print materia1. In the case of print materials the bleaching con
ditions are often complicated, and fading is mostly a combination of light
and dark fading. Additionally the prints are often glued in albnms and
you will get ail the problems of glue and acid card board. 1110 reflection
densities of the different wedges were measured with a spectrophotometer
from 380 to 730 nm in steps of 10 nm. 11lis method of measnrement yields
the possibility to see whether new dyes with a difIerent spectral behavior
were formed.

Figure 7 shows the case of the magenta dye of Agfacolor paper
after dark and light fading. In case of dark fading, the dye bleaches and
siIllnltaneously a yellowish stain is formed (fig. 7a). In case of light fading
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Fig. 7.- Rcflection spectra of the magenta dye of Agfacolor Paper (three steps of
the magenta wedge, unbleached and bleached state): a) dark fading; b) light fading.

the magenta dye is bleached subtractively i.e. the image information in
bright parts is totally lost (fig. 7b).

Figure 8 shows the behavior of the cyan dye in Ilfochrame paper.
111e azo dyes used in silver-dye-bleach materials are markedly less fugitive
to light and also much more stable against dark fading [31,32]. Due
to aggregation the cyan dye shows a shift in ils absorption maximum
depending on the dye concentration. Under the influence of humidity in
dark fading, a strang disaggregation takes place causing a strang shift and
change of shape of the spectra (fig. 8a). In case of light fading however the
dye bleaches but the spectrum keeps its normal shape. No disaggregation
takes place because strang light has a drying elfect on the layer (fig. 8b).

2.5 2.5
00

Hlochrome paper
00

lIfochrome paper
2.0 dark fading 2.0 lighl fading

800 h, 80°Cf75°/.:> 25'000 lx, 2650 h

1.5 1.5

1.0

\~--
1.0

0.5 0.5

... -..---
0.0 0.0

350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
nm nm

a b

Fig. 8.- Reflection spectra of the cyan dye of I1fochrome Print Matenal CPS1.K (three
steps of the cyan wedge, unbleached and bleached state): a) dark fading; b) light fading.

Measured reliection densities have to be converted into transmission
densilies, because only transmission densities obey the Beer-Lambert
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law which states, that the optical densities are proportional to the
concentration of the dyes. l1lis is done using the Williams Clapper
funetion [33]. To determine how many dyes are fonning the image a
prineiple eomponeut analysis (PCA) was carried out.

For Agfacolor paper (fig. 9a) the PCA yields only 3 distinet eigenval
ues for the unbleached as weIl as the bleached state (the higher eigenval
ues are near zero). l1lis means, that the image is formed of only tluee
dyes and seanning of the bleached image with tluee filters is enough.

1.0 0.451 0.295 0.004 0.004

1.0 0.219 0.103 0.004 OJlO4

1.0 0.451 0.280 0.043 0.006

1.0

0

0.8 0
~

13v
~

~
~ 0.60

"ül
~v

~ 0.4

ê
0
~

0.2

0 ba c
1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 9a.- TIle first live nOflnalized eigenvalues of the principal component analysis of
the dye spectra of Agfacolor print material befme and after dark fading (800 h, 80 oC,
::::: 75 % rel. humidity): a) unbleached state, b) bleached state, c) bath states together.

If the data of both states together were taken into account a forth
distinct eigenvalue shows up representing the stain. But tllis stain can be
easHy subtracted because it is formed in a constant amount tluoughout the
whole image. 111e stain must be formed out of residual, unused couplers
which renains in large quantities in the photographie emulsion.

Ilfoehrome print material (fig. 9b) shows an even more eomplex
behavior. Note that the shift in the absorption maxima of the cyan dye
leads to a forth distinet eigenvalue for the original image. Taking into
account both states, even a fifth eigenvalue appears.

Tables 8 and 9 show a qualitative summary of the test results for the
accelerated dark fading and light fading tests.
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Fig. 9b.- TIle first five normulized eigenvulues of the principal component analysis of
the dye spectra of IIfochrome print material before and after dark fading (SOO il, 80 oC,
;;:::: 75 % rel. humidity): a) unbleached state, b) bleached statc, c) both states together.

7. Discussion and Conclusion about the Fading Process

The tests on the bleaching bchavior show, that the linear bleach
mode! is a good description of the bleaching process. Under moderate
dark fading conditions bleaching is proportional to dye concentration.
I1lat corresponds to a fust-order kinetic what would be expected from
chemical considerations. In case of dark fading there is often a stain
formed. I1Jis implicates some problems for the evaluation of dark stability
using Arrhenius' law. The calculated stability value will be dependent on
thc selected original density value and furthennore on the duration of the
accelerated tests.

In case of light bleaching you often see a different behavior. Ille
blcach equation still fits but the destruction of the dyes is subtractive, i.e.
the same amount of dye is destroyed evcrywhere. In chemical tenns this
is a zeroth-order kinetic.

In extreme cases (strong light, high humidity, ...) bleaching becomes
non-linear and a more complicated model is necded for fitting the data.
l1us could be done e.g., by a higher order polynomial expansion.
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Table 8

Results of the dark fading tests of the tested print materials.
TIIe rating of the stability was carried out ,vith a seale ranging
from 1ta 5 (1 for the most stable, 5 for the least stable matcrial).

Relatiye
Stability towards Unear

Prin! malerial
stability

Siam'" rel. humidity bleach Remarks
(ratio50%f75%) model

Agfacolor 3 p sullicient yes the turni.llg yellaw of
residual chemicals is

yellaw dyc magenta dye mainl)' responsible for
shows Ihe considerably the heav)' slain in the
lowest rcacts case of high lempera-
stability turcs and high relative

humidities

Ektacolor Plus 3 P gond yes Ihe tuming yellaw of
residual chemicals is

yellaw dyc yellaw dye mainly responsible for
shows the considerably Ihe hen"y stain in the
lowest fcacls case of high tempera-
stabilîly turcs and high relative

humidîtics

llfochrome 1 W cyan and magenta highlycon- in the case of high
dye considerably ccnlralcd <'IZO- temperatnres the
reacl dycs show protection layer

dcvialions shows "craqnelure"
from the clfccls.
Beer-Lambert
law

ot P = pronounccd; W = weak.

11le use of a more sophisticaled recoustruction model, which would
handle ail bleaching behaviors, especially undcr heavy bleaching condi
tions, would have tao many free variablcs and wouId therefore be too inde
tenllinated. Moreover, additional elfects, such as inhomogenous bleach
ing or complete destruction of the dyes, occur, and they are much more
problematic for the reconstruction than an "incorrect" bleaching model.
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Table 9

Results of the light fading tests of the tested print materials. 111e
rating of the stability was earricd out \Vith a seale ranging fram
1 ta 5 (1 for the most stable, 5 for the least stable material).

263

Substractive
Lincar

Print material Stability Stain
bcbavior

blcach Remarks
model

Agfacolor 4 sligbt magenta dye yes in the case of il hcavily
considerably subtractive blcaching,
reacts a reconstruction is no

longer possible

Ektacolor Plus 3 slight magenta dyc yes in the casc of a heavily
considerably subtractÎve bleaching,
reacts a reconstruction is no

longer possible

IIfochrome 1 hardly no highl)' con-
centrated 3Z0-

dyes show
deviations
from thc
Beer-Lambert
law

8. Practical ASJlccts of thc Rcconstruction Proccdurc

TIlere is a further complication: scamlers or densitometers nleasure
the sa-ca lIed integral densities. 11lC optical density üD of a color film
depends on the sum of the three single dye densities, yelIow, magenta
and cyan (Y, M, Cl. 111e resulting üD is called integral density. 111e
absorptions of the individual dyes, which is ealled analytical density,
ealUlot be measured directly, but must be ealculated from the integral
densities of ail tlHee dyes. 11lÎs calculatian implies that the absorption
speetra of the individual dyes are known.

In reeonstructing images analytical densities are needed for two
reasons. First, bleaching is, as mentioned above, a function of the
concentrations of the individual dyes and therefore of the analytieal
densities. TIle second reason eoneerns eolor reproduction, i.e., the
problem of the side absorptions of the dyes. TI1Îs point beeomes even
more important for heavily bleaehed photographs. If the reconstruction is
based only on integral densities, the contrast of the reeonstructed image is
correct, but the image shows paal' eolor rendition with desaturated colors.
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The following exalllple shall demonstrate the effects of using integral
instead of analytical densities for reconstruction.

Figure 10 shows a film in which cyan has been bleached to 20 %,
i.e., by a factor of 5. An originally neutral gray has turned reddish.
llIis neutral gray will be used for the calibration. llIis means that the
cyan contrast is increased until the resulting color becollles gray again.
1l1e integral density measured at 650 nm after bleaching is 0.3. A
multiplication factor of 3.5 is needed to get back the original density of 1.1.
Note that the integral density lIleasured at 650 nm depends substantially
on thc side absorption of the magenta dye.

/~--....

// " Integral denslty - 1.1
"", (unbleached)

~ -- .......,,'----"" " "-,
"\
'\
\\
\~
\~

x3.5 \:

C'

mullipllcation factor
for cyan - 3.5

, /

" / 1/'- .....
IC

/
/

/

M

Integral densily - 0.3
(bleached)

-----

y

1.2

1.0

0.4

0.8

00

0.2

0.0

0.6
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Fig. 10.- Hypothetical film, in which cyan has been bleached to 20 %, i.e., by a
factor of 5. However the integral density in the rcd (at 650 llIIl) changes just
from OD = 1.1 10 GD = 0.3. TIlUs the resulting multiplication factor for the
reconstruction of cyan equals only 3.5 (;::::: 1.1/0.3), because the side absorption
of magenta in red is quite important compared with that of the bleached cyan.

In the case of an originally pure red color (yellow + magenta dye,
fig. 11a) problems occur if you do not consider the side absorption of the
magenta dye, which simulates the presence of cyan. If we multiply the
"wrong" cyan (originating from the side absorption of the magenta dye)
by the factor 3.5 the restored red is too dark and ullsaturated.
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Fig. 11a.- Hypothetical film, in which cyan has becn bleached. A reconstruction
based on integral densities of a pure red color containing no cyan yields a dark
and unsaturated red. TIle side absorption of the magenta in the red is about
üD = 0.1, which results in a false reconstruction of cyan by a factor of 3.5.
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Fig. llb.- Hypothetical film, in which cyan has been bleached. A reconstruction
based on iutegral densities of a pure green color containing no magenta yields a
Iightened and yellowish green. In this case the multiplication factor of 3.5 is too sl11all.
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ln the case of the reconstruction of a green (yellow + cyan, fig. Ilb)
color, there is no red absorption of the magenta dye, and the multiplica
tion factor of 3.5 is too small to restore the bleached cyan. The restored
green is too yellowish and light.

If the reeonstruetion is based on analytieal densities, the color
reproduetion is eorreet. 111e problem of side absorptions is weil known in
the photographie field and is solved either by color masking teehniques or
by chemiealmethods, e.g., DIR couplers [34].

For the reconstruction, the operator treats the displayed digitized
image on the computer, following the bleaehing model untll the eorrection
is satisfaetory. Beeause it is diJlleult to estimate the eoefficients of
the linear bleach equation direetly, the user may work with the more
familiar visual and photographie parameters: hue, eontrast, brightness,
and color cast. l1lC program eonverts these parameters to coefficients
of the bleaching equation. Once the eorreetion is satisfaetory, the final
eoefficients of the bleaehing equation are used to transform the input
image, and the reconstructed image is exposed on color film with a high
resolution film reeorder.

9. Color Reproduction Aspects

An important step is scanning the photograph. Concerning the eolor
reproduetion, two aspeets must be considered:
- 111e photometrie resolution must be a minimum of 10 bits per channel

or even more, as eolor photographs, especially slides, show a high
dynamic brightness range.
Channel separation must be done with narrow-band Interference
fillers (e.g., 450, 550, and 650 IlIll, halfwidth "" 20 IlIll) to achieve good
spectral resolution.

As mentioned above, the needed accurate information about the
concentration of the dyes can be obtained by applying the Beer-Lambert
law, which states that the aD is propartional ta concentration. lllÎs law
is true only for monochromatic light. Ordinary color seanners, howevcr,
are equipped with broad-band color separation filters, and the Beer
Lambert law does not hold. l1lC aim of most commercial eolor scanners
is to measure colors and not colorants, i.e., pixel values should represent
colorimetrie data (CIELAB, XYZ, ...). lllÎs means that the speetral
sensitivities of the tluee scanner sensors must be braad, because tl1ey have
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to fit the colorimetrie tristimulus curves. Figure 12 shows an example.
TIle broken Hnes represent the spectral sensitivity curves of a commercial
CCD camera of that type. With a suitable linear combination of the sensor
signaIs, one can fit the CIE 1931 tristimulus-values from the tluee spectral
sensitivities (Sbl"" Sg<e'" and S<ed) of the camera.

... ,.(' ......... -- -,
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" • sum ',\
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Fig. 12.- Spectral sensitivity curves Sb, Sg, Sr of a CCD camera (brokell
filles), and the absorption curves of today's photographie dyes (full filles).
The bars rcpresent the printing densities as seen by the CCD camera
for the individual dycs (halched bars) and the integral sum (black bars).

As figure 12 shows, the spectral halfwidths are very large compared
with the absorption bands of today's photographic dyes, and the red
sensitivity, with a maximum at 590 mu, is much too short relative to the
absorption maxima of the cyan dye ('" 650 mu). TIle determination of
analytieal densities with such broadband sensitivities is problematie, as
shown in figure 12. TIle gray bars represent the üD for the sum of ail
tlHee dyes (= gray), as they would be measured with this scanner, i.e. they
represent the so-called printing densities [35]. TIle colored bars (ycllow,
magcnta or cyan) represent the printing densities of each dye in its pure
state.

Two points have to be emphasized:
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1) 11Ie sum of the printing densities of the dyes in their pure states (total
length of the colored bars) is less than the printing density (length
of the gray bars) of the tlnee dyes together. 11lis is a direct result
of the broad spectral sensitivities of the scanner. As a consequence
analytical densities can only be estimated roughly. With narrow-band
sensitivities (e.g., narrow-band interference illters in front of the light
source) we do not have this inaccuracy, because in this case the Beer
Lambert law is fulfilled.

2) 111e sensitivity of the red "colorimetrie" sensor is just in between the
absorption maxima of the magenta and cyan dyes and therefore the
measured OD in the red does not originate mainly from the cyan
absorption, but nearly half of it comes from the side absorption of the
magenta dye, as is seen in figure 12. 11lis situation is especially critical
for color illms in which the cyan dye has bleached predominantly. In
this case, the "rcd sensor'1 of a colorimetrie camera detects Inore or
less only the magenta side absorption, and a correct reconstruction
is no longer possible. 111ese types of colorimetrie scanners are also
problematic for color negative materials, as the absorption maximum
of the cyan dye in connnercial color negatives is at an even longer
wavelength, ca. 700 nm.

10. Determination of Dye Spectra of Bleachel1 Photographie
Materials

For a correct reconstruction (i.e., for the determination of analytical
densities), the dye spectra of the bleached films should be known. For
today's materials this is no problem, as the manufacturer supplies this
information. But for older bleached materials it is diflicult or even
inlpossible to obtain the spectra. 111e manufacturer (if he does still exist)
no longer has information, and additionally we often know neither film
type nor manufacturer.

11lis lack of knowledge about the dye spectra of the bleached lihns
presents problems in the described reconstruction method. 111erefore
an estimation of the spectra by means of a spectroscopie analysis of the
bleached materials is needed.

Especially in the case of heavily bleached lihns it is important to know
the absorption maxima of the dyes to be able to measure the OD at
these wavelengths. Figure 13 shows the spectra of several bleached films
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Fig. 13.- Different spectra of old bleachcd slide films. (a) Kodachrome, 1937; (b) Agfa
color, 1943; (c) unknown film type, 1956. It can be c1early seen that the cyan dye ab
sorption maxima are at much longer wa"clcngth than is characteristic of today's materials.

measured by a spectrophotometer. 11Ie absorption maxima of the dye
spectra indicate which narrow-band interference filters have ta be used
for scanning, Above ail, the cyan dyes of the aider materials often have
absorption maxima at longer wavelengths than today's materials,

Furthermore the possible spectra of the dyes used have ta be
estimated. A method for the determination of the spectral density
distributions of the component dyes from those of their mixture is
described by ühta el al. [36, 37). It consists of measuring spectra
from dilferent color patches on the photographic color material and
applying a principal component analysis, 11lis results in eigenvalues,
which indicate how many colorants (normally 3) the patches comprise
and the corresponding eigenspectra, 11Ie eigenspectra are not the real
dyc spectra, but by applying a linear transformation of the eigenspectra
obtain a set of possible spectra, among which are the real dye spectra.
Ta obtain these spectra, two constraints are assumed: (a) spectral density
distributions are always non negative, and (b) dye amounts ta build up
mixtures are always non negative, For a detailed description see [36].

As long as the color patches for the analysis contain the pure or
mostly pure dyes, this method yields a good estimation of the 3 dye
spectra, But in the case of bleached color photographs, we do not have
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Fig. 14.- Set of possible spectra: (a) Kodachrome, 1937; (b) Agfacolor, 1943;
(c) unknown filin type, 1956, determined by the method described in [131.

H eolor charts," but only scenes with a ll10Stly restricted color gmnut, i.e.,
mixed colors, sa we determine a set of possible spectra. 1l1e more the
fihns are bleached, the larger the set of possible speetra. The speetra mnst
then be interpreted by means of photographie knowledge. Figures 14a-c
shows the resnlts of the methods described applied ta the dye spectra of
figures 13a-co

Another possibility for the determination of the dye spectra wonld
consist of seratching away the different layers and examining each dye
individually. 1l1e disadvantage of this method is that the bleached
originals become partially destroyed.
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11. Conclusion

271

Digital color reconstruction yields excellent results as long as bleach
ing is homogeneous throughout the whole photograph. Complications
arise if the degradation is accompanied by the formation of colored spots.
11lÎs happens frequently when slides are mounted between glass plates.
Reconstruction of such defects is impossible by global procedures. Meth
ods of electronie retouching have to be applied.

If the dyes of a photograph are completely destroyed, as oftcn occurs
in thc case of light fading, reconstruction is no longer possible.

Becausc there is still a subjective part to the reconstruction process,
the problcms of color reproduction must be solved. One must know what
has to bc reconstructcd: the original photograph, the original COIOl'S, the
most l'leasing image, or evcn if the reconstruction should correct dcfccts
(e.g., an overexposure) of the original photograph.

If there is only a single slide of a certain film type availablc for
reconstruction, some problems can arise. In such a case there are too
many dcgrees of freedom for the color reproduction. If a slidc contains a
gray wedgc, the different brightness levels of the photograph can certainly
be calibrated, but it does not help in calibrating the colors. When a whole
series of photographs of a certain material type has to be restored, one
can take thc average of the different reconstruction parameters. This will
yield better results.

111ere still remain a few questions that must be analysed carefully
above all in the field of color reproduction. However the results reached
so far are very promising, and the digital reconstruction is a powerful
method to preserve color photographs as a cultural value of our century.
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